END USER LICENSE
AGREEMENT— EXTENDED
LICENCE
You purchased the extended font licence, which means that you can use
this font for personal and commercial projects under the following
terms:
1.
One license covers only one user of the font. Anybody who uses the
actual font file (installs it on the computer) is required to purchase the
license. Any person who uses only the products made using the font, but
not the actual font file, doesn't have to purchase the license.
Example: If a designer purchased the license and delivers to a client
only the files which the client can open, view and use without installing
the font (i.e. JPG or vector drawing where the text typed using the font is
turned into outlines) then the client doesn't have to purchase the license.
The only exception: If a client purchased the font, he or she can send the
font file to a designer, who can install it on his computer and use for the
project without purchasing the licence, but the designer can use the font
only for that particular project and has to uninstall the font after the
project is done.
2.
The user who purchased the license can use it for an unlimited number
of projects (inside the boundaries of point 1 of this license agreement).
3.
Except for your right to use this font, all other rights are owned and
retained by Erica Hartwick.

4.
Under no circumstances this font may be sold to third parties.
5.
This font may not be redistributed, shared, repackaged or included in
any online or offline archive, font collection, web site or CD-ROM
without written permission from Erica Hartwick.
6.
This licence allows embedding the font into web pages, apps, or digital
documents, but only in a secured, read-only mode. The one purchased
license allows the usage of the font at a single site or a single app or a
single ebook. The number of views/downloads of website/app/ebook
covered by this license is unlimited.
7.
For any further questions about licencing of this font feel free to write
me at:
hello@bigcatcreative.com
Thanks!
Erica Hartwick
bigcatcreative.com

